
Insect Investigator
Look at all the different bug shapes! Circle the bugs with wings in blue. 

Circle the spiders with eight legs in green. And circle the bug with  
the most legs in red.

Insects 
& Spiders

Some of our bug friends have ways to protect themselves that can 
be harmful to you. Please leave critters like spiders, wasps, bees, 
and ants alone.   

WARNING: 

Bugs come in all sorts of shapes, sizes, and 
colors.  Let's look at different kinds of bugs, 

and learn about their body parts.   
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TRACK your hike at 

kidsinparks.com
and get FREE prizes!
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Visit our website 

to find more TRACK Trail 
adventures near you!

Thanks for joining us 
on the trail today! 

Follow us on 
Facebook!
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Spiders are different from insects.Insects
Spiders have a 
two-part body and 
eight legs. 

All insects have a three-part body with six legs.

Bug Shelters
Some bugs build their own shelters to live in.

Have you seen any of these bug shelters?

Butterfly Dragonfly

GrasshopperAnt

Can you find these insects?

Spider web Hornet nest

CocoonsAnt hill

Thorax

Abdomen

Head

Leg

Antenna

Wings

Insects have...
 ... a head with antennas, eyes, and a mouth.
 ... a thorax with six legs and sometimes a set of wings.
 ... an abdomen that holds the insect's organs.

Do you know the different bug body parts?  
Let's color each body part with a special color.

Color the... 
head green

the thorax blue
the abdomen purple

the legs red

Abdomen

Head

Leg

Spiders also 
have fangs 
and special 
body parts 
to help them 
build webs.
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Spot any bugs? Draw one that you found in the magnifying glass below.


